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低軌道デブリ地上光学観測システムの検討
Investigation of ground-based optical observation system for LEO objects
○柳沢俊史，黒崎裕久（宇宙航空研究開発機構）
○Toshifumi Yanagisawa and Hirohisa Kurosaki (JAXA)
低軌道は多くの地球観測衛星等が投入される重要な軌道である。近年、デブリや衛星同士の衝突、破砕
事故などで低軌道の環境は悪化の一途をたどっている。人類の宇宙活動を継続するために、このような状況
に早急に対処する必要がある。現在、低軌道デブリはレーダーによって主に観測されている。一方、光学観
測装置による低軌道デブリの観測可能性が議論され始めている。光学観測装置による低軌道デブリの観測
は日照や天候による影響をうけるという弱点をもつが費用が抑えられるという利点がある。市販の安価な CCD
カメラや PC を多数利用した光学観測システムを世界中に展開することにより、現在のレーダー観測網を上回
る能力を引き出すことができるかもしれない。
今回は低軌道デブリを対象とした４０台の光学観測装置を持つ２つの観測サイトでの精密軌道決定の有効
性の検討を行った。STK を用いたシュミレーションにより、多くの観測データの中から、経度の離れた２局、４
台の観測装置の観測データにおける同一物体の対応付けが可能であることがわかった。このことはこのよう
な観測システムを用いることにより、多数の未カタログデブリの精密な軌道決定ができるということを示してい
る。
The low earth orbit is very important as many earth observation satellites are entered. Recently, this orbit is
deteriorated by numerous pieces of space debris which is caused by collisions of satellite, breakups and so on.
In order to maintain human activities in space, we have to cope with the space debris problem as soon as
possible. Currently radar equipments are primary methods to observe LEO debris. Optical observation has an
advantage of low cost, although it is effected by lighting condition of the sun and weather. The optical
observation system consisted of large number of cost-effective CCDs and high-speed PCs at various sites in
the world may overcome the current radar observation network.
We have examined the possibilities of precise orbit determination using two observation sites containing 40
sets of optical equipments. Simulations using STK have shown that identical objects were recognized from the
data of 4 individual equipments installed on 2 separate sites using the lots of circular orbital elements
calculated from many observation data. This enables us to determine orbits of many un-cataloged LEO objects
precisely.

低軌道デブリ光学観測装置
Optical observation equipment for LEO debris
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Abstract
The low earth orbit is very important as many earth observation satellites
are entered. Recently, this orbit is deteriorated by numerous pieces of space
debris which is caused by collisions of satellite, breakups and so on. In
order to maintain human activities in space, we have to cope with the space
debris problem as soon as possible. Currently radar equipments are primary
methods to observe LEO debris. Optical observation has an advantage of
low cost, although it is effected by lighting condition of the sun and weather.
The optical observation system consisted of large number of cost-effective
CCDs and high-speed PCs at various sites in the world may overcome the
current radar observation network.
We have examined the possibilities of precise orbit determination using
two observation sites containing 40 sets of optical equipments. Simulations
using STK have shown that identical objects were recognized from the data
of 4 individual equipments installed on 2 separate sites using the lots of
circular orbital elements calculated from many observation data. This
enables us to determine orbits of many un-cataloged LEO objects precisely.
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Background

LEO environment (around 800-1000km altitude where lots of Japanese satellites reside) is being
deteriorated rapidly by the ASAT, the collision caused by Iridium 33 and Cosmos 2251, and so on.
Error of conjunction assessments become large because of inaccuracy of TLE. Japanese satellites in
LEO fully rely on the alert information of JSpOC of U.S. However we don’t know how accurate it
is.

Japan needs to have own methods to evaluate the environment of LEO.

Background

Phased array of Kamisaibara Spaceguard Center

Observation methods of LEO debris
①Radar observation

Russian ISON network using a lot of optical telescopes

24-hour observation. SSN of U.S. Japan also has a radar observation facility owned by JSF(Japan Space
Forum) in Kamisaibara. Its detection ability is 1m at 600km altitude which is not enough for small sized
LEO debris. A disadvantage of radar observation system is a huge expenditure for its construction and
maintenance.

②Optical observation
A few hours observation because of lighting condition of the Sun. Effected by weather conditions. ISON
network of Russia. Basic research is being carried out by Innovative technology research center of JAXA.
Very cost effective system.

Investigated the usefulness of the large array of optical sensors for
LEO debris observation

This document is provided by JAXA.
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Observation equipments and data analysis software
Many frames

Frame3
Canon 200mmF2
Camera lens

Frame2

Frame1

FLI ML4710-1

Frame0

Concept of the line-identifying technique

Observation equipments：
・Canon EF200mmFL IS USM
・FLI 2K2K back-illuminated CCD
camera ML4240
FOV : 7.65×7.65°
Exposure interval : 1.5 sec

Candidates are searched
using a threshold and a shape
parameter

Candidates which create
straight line are detected as
moving object

Data analysis software：
The line-identifying technique developed
for GEO debris detection.
It can detect moving objects with
constant velocity.

The equipments and the software enable us to detect
LEO objects of 60cm at 1000km altitude.

Observation

Sequential images of 17525
(MOMO-1)
Exposure time： 50msec
Interval：

1.5 sec

This document is provided by JAXA.
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Possibility of orbit improvement
Track calculated byTLE

Observed track

4 elements of TLE are improved to fit the observed track
using the least square method.
Positions in the next day are calculated with improved orbit
and evaluated the improvements by comparing calculated
positions with observed ones.

Orbit improvement and its evaluation
TLE0
Propagate
with SGP4
Calculated
position 1

TLE1

Modified
Orbit 1

Day 1
Observed
position 1
Propagate
with SGP4

Day2

di, dΩ, dω, dM
Calculated
position 2

TLE2

di, dΩ, dω, dM

Modified
Orbit 1

Calculated
position 1

Observed
position 2
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Analysis result 1（O-C(TLE)）

1.645km on orbit
0.727km on orbit

Analysis result 2（O-C(improved)）

0.082km on orbit
0.107km on orbit
This document is provided by JAXA.
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Large array of optical sensors for LEO debris observation
North

East

LEO observation system using many
optical sensors

West

South

Detections of identical object at 2 sites
●Many optical observation units are installed to cover large area since each unit has narrow FOV. In order to get
long arc for accurate orbit determination, 2 narrow rectangular regions which separate about 80-degree are observed
using 40 observation units.
●Observation of 2 consecutive passes enable us to do accurate orbit determination. For this reason, 2 longitudinally
separated sites are considered.

Observational simulation

Accurate orbit
determination

Identification of same objects
in 2 sets at each site

Identification of same objects
at 2 sites

One object is observed 2 times at each site (4 times in total). Identifications of same
objects from many observed positions are needed.

This document is provided by JAXA.
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Observational simulation
Observation
sites：

Ishigakijima Observatory
（Okinawa）

Rikubetsu Observatory
(Hokkaido）

Observation
equipments：

×４０

＋

Observation date and time：Apr/11/2012

20 units are pointed to Az 0-degree
and El 50-degree, other 20 units Az
180-degree and El 50-degree. Each
set is located to observe east-westelongated rectangular region.

8:40-11:40(UT) Rikubetsu

Apr/11/2012 10:20-13:29(UT) Ishigaki
Targets： 14574 TLEs of Apr/11/2012 distributed at Space Track web site.

Observed coordinates(RA and Dec) of each object at each site are calculated every
second interval using STK(Satellite Tool Kit) software.

Observational simulation
872 and 636 objects were detected at the set 1 and 2 of Ishigaki,
respectively. 473 objects were detected at both sets.
Set 1

916 and 934 objects were detected at the set 1 and 2 of
Rikubetsu, respectively. 458 objects were detected at both sets.
Identification conditions
①Difference of observation times: Less than 700-sec

Set 2

②Change rate of circular radiuses: Less than 0.1-degree
③Difference of inclinations: Less than 1.0-degree
④Difference of RAANs: Less than 1.0-degree

Identification at each site

⑤Difference of direction cosines at the middle of observation time of 2 set:
Less than 5.0-degree

465 objects out of 473 ones at Ishigaki (98.3%) and
454 objects out of 458 ones at Rikubetsu (99.1%) are
identified.

This document is provided by JAXA.
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Observational simulation
Out of Ishigaki’s 463 and Rikubetsu’s 454 identified
objects, 154 objects were observed at both sites.
Identification condition
① Difference of observation times: 5600－7700-sec
② Change rate of circular radiuses: Less than 0.05
③ Difference of inclinations: Less than 1.5-degree
④ Difference of RAANs: Less than 1.0-degree: Less than 1.0-degree
⑤Difference of direction cosines at the middle of observation time of either
of the two sits: Less than 90-degree
Ishigaki

Rikubetsu

143 objects out of 154 ones (92.9%) are identified

Same object identifications out of many observation data taken at 2 sets
of observation units at 2 sites are possible. Which means objects
coordinates separating about 80-degree of 2 passes are available.
Therefore, accurate orbital determinations will be carried out.

Future Plan
●Improvement of equipments①: Camera lens → Small telescope
●Improvement of equipments②: Development of fast detection devices
(CMOS sensor and so on)
●Improvement of analysis method:
Line-identifying method → Stacking method
Objective: Detection of 10cm objects at 1000km altitude
●Orbit determination experiment using the data taken at Rikubetsu and Ishigaki
●Cooperation with space based optical observation system for LEO debris

A detected object using the stacking method. Beforeanalysis (left) and after-analysis (right).

Space based optical observation system

This document is provided by JAXA.
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Summary
It is possible to establish a large array system of
optical sensors for LEO debris observation which is
able to carry out accurate orbit determination of many
LEO objects with relatively low cost.
In the future, we would like to improve observation
equipments and analysis methods to detect 10cm
objects at 1000km altitude. We also will carry out
actual orbit determinations using the data taken at 2
separated observation site and evaluate its accuracy.
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